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Derek Lanter Hawaii Chocolate and
 Cacao Association Comments Only Yes

Comments: My name is Derek Lanter and I represent the Hawaii Chocolate and
 Cacao Association (HCCA) as President. .I am contacting you on behalf of the
 Hawaii Chocolate and Cacao Association regarding SB1294 The current wording of
 this bill as it pertains to Origin and Labeling of Chocolate and Cacao does not
 express the intent of the industry as represented by HCCA, and does not accurately
 reflect the proposed legislation we requested be introduced. In this regard, we wish
 to submit the HCCA updated and board approved proposed legislation for SB1294
 (See attached). We are not sure if the updated HCCA document was sent to you at
 the time we requested the bill be introduce. From the language in the current bill we
 think it may not have received. We are opposed to the portion of the bill that deals
 with labeling and origin for Hawaii Chocolate and Cacao. In particular under section 3
 Chapter 486 on page 5 C item 2 says Use a geographic origin in labeling or
 advertising, if the Product contains less than 10 Der cent cacao bv weight from that
 geographic origin; We are strongly opposed to a 10% minimum content for Chocolate
 and Cacao and have opposed this position for the past 2 legislative sessions. We
 have specifically asked that for a product to be labeled as Hawaiian Chocolate or as
 a specific geographic origin (I.e.; Kauai, Maui, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai or Hawaii
 Island), requires that 100% of the cacao be grown in Hawaii or from one or any of
 these island geographic origins. In no case are we endorsing a 10% blend or
 anything less than 100% for the chocolate to be labeled 100% Hawaiian (100% Maui,
 100% Oahu, 100% Kauai, 100% Lanai, 100% Molokai or 100% Hawaii Island
 Chocolate). Attached please find the current and approved version of the proposed
 legislation from HCCA. The wording clearly expresses our intent and is much more
 comprehensive than that included in SB1294 Section 486 We request that the
 wording in 486 be replaced with the wording from the attached HCCA document, and
 ask that we be allowed to work with the committee and the Hawaii Department of
 Agriculture in revising this section accordingly. Thank you Derek Lanter President
 Hawaii Chocolate and Cacao Association

Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing,
 improperly identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or
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SENATE 


TWENTY-EIGTH  LEGISLATURE, 2014 


STATE OF HAWAII 


 
 
 
 
(Date introduced) 


 


A BILL FOR AN ACT 
 
LABELING REQUIREMENTS FOR HAWAII GROWN CACAO, HAWAII MADE 


CHOCOLATE, AND RELATED PRODUCTS CLAIMING HAWAII MADE OR 


INCLUDING HAWAII ORIGIN CONTENT. 


 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII: 


 


 
 


SECTION 486 of Hawaii State statutes, as amended provides a distinct character 


to Hawaii grown cacao and grower made chocolate via the labeling or marking of 


Hawaii chocolate supplied to chocolate product end users and the public. 


 
A) Cacao - State of Hawaii origin standards shall require that cacao, cacao beans and/or 


nibs, whether in their natural state or further processed by roasting and/or the “single 


origin” production of cocoa liquor, must contain a minimum of one-hundred percent 


of cacao product grown in Hawaii. This requirement shall include State of Hawaii, 


county or island names, and/or each or any grower’s estate within each county, in 


order to qualify for a label or marking showing the products are the Terroir (the 


effect of  local soil or aina and the environment) of the State of Hawaii. Such 


requirement shall apply to any cacao product or chocolate made by growers or their 


affiliated companies in order to lawfully use the label or marking designations for 


Estate Grown by name or other designation or any variation thereof indicating the 


product as State of Hawaii grown or produced. 


 
For the purposes of this section, “Geographic origin” means any geographic 


region in which Hawaii-grown cacao is produced, including but not limited to 


Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Maui, Hawaii and the Big Island; provided that the 


term “Hawaiian” [or “Hawaii”] may be substituted for the geographic origin 


“Hawaii”. 


 
SECTION 1. Chapter 486, Hawaii Revised Statutes, as amended adding a new section to 


be appropriately designated, and to provide as follows: 


 
Hawaii-grown cacao and chocolate labeling requirements: 


 
(a) In addition to all other labeling requirements, no identity statement used for 


labeling or advertising cacao, chocolate, or other product produced in whole or in 


part from cacao, shall contain the phrase “Hawaiian Cacao”, Hawaii grown cacao, 


or similar language except: 
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1)  For any product that contains cacao ingredients made from Hawaii-grown cacao 


and no other cacao or chocolate flavoring. 


 
2)  For any product containing a blend of no less than fifty-one percent Hawaii- 


grown cacao ingredients the label shall show the percent cacao by weight of 


Hawaii grown cacao used in the blend, and the term “Cacao Blend”. 


 
Each word or character in the identity statement shall clearly identify ingredients 


in conformance with Section I Chapter 486, as amended by this provision, and 


shall be of the same type size and shall be contiguous, of a conspicuous and 


distinct size and not misleading to the ultimate purchaser. The smallest letter or 


character of the identity statement on packages of sixteen ounces or less net weight 


shall be at least one and one-half times the type size required by federal law for the 


statement of net weight or three sixteenths of an inch in height, whichever is 


smaller. The smallest letter or character of the identity statement on packages of 


greater than sixteen ounces net weight shall be at least one and one-half times the 


type size required under federal law for the statement of net weight. 


 
(b) It shall be a violation of this section to: 


 
1)  Use a Hawaii geographic origin ( Kauai , Maui etc.) in labeling or advertising if 


the product contains less than one-hundred percent cacao nibs by weight from that 


Hawaiian geographic origin, except for a listing of geographic origins included in 


any blend of one-hundred percent Hawaii grown cacao which should be labeled 


“Hawaii Chocolate Blend, to be identified shown in descending order of percent 


by weight represented by each Hawaii geographic origin, expressed as a number 
followed by the percent sign. 


 
2)  Misrepresent, on a label or advertising of a product, the percent of cacao by 


weight of the total cacao nibs from a named Hawaii geographic origin. 


 
3)  Use the term “All Hawaiian”, “100% Hawaiian”, or similar language on a label or 


in advertising of a cacao or chocolate product if the product is not produced 


entirely from cacao produced in State of Hawaii geographic origins as defined in 


this chapter. 


 
4)  Any statement that would tend to mislead the final user or consumer of a 


chocolate product as to the true Hawaii origin or percent of Hawaii cacao 


contained in a blend or product. 


 
5)  Use a specific Hawaii geographic origin (i.e. Kauai, Maui, North Shore Oahu) on 


the front label or any panel in the identity statement of a cacao or chocolate 


product other than in a trademark or trade name already established or to be 


established within the provisions of this section or as authorized in subsection (a) 


and (b) unless one-hundred percent of the cacao (nibs) contained in the product is 
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from that named geographic origin. 


 
6)  Use a specific Hawaii geographic origin name  in any cacao blend chocolate. (i.e. 


Maui Chocolate / Cacao Blend) is not permitted.  A blend of chocolate or cacao 
from different geographic areas in the state (i.e., Maui, Kauai and Oahu) will use 


the description “Hawaii Chocolate Blend”  or Hawaii Cacao Blend and must 


maintain the single origin standard where 100% of cocoa bean used is from cacao 


grown in the state of Hawaii. 


 
7)  Label a cacao blend chocolate using non-Hawaii origin cacao beans (nibs) 


containing  less than fifty-one percent Hawaii origin cacao and with any Hawaii 


origin name on the identity statement.  This type of product must contain at least 


51% or more Hawaii origin cacao will be referred to as ‘Hawaii Blend Cacao 


Chocolate’ in the identity statement  and the ingredients statement must list the 


percent of Hawaii origin cacao nibs which must be no less than 51% and the 


percentage of non-Hawaiian cacao in the blend. 


 
8)  Use more than one trademark or trade-name (i.e. “Maui grown” on a package of 


a product unless one-hundred percent of the cacao used in that product is from 


the geographic region specified by the trademark. 


 
9)  Use a trademark or trade-name that begins with the name of a geographic origin 


on a product unless one-hundred percent of the cacao nibs used in the product 


comes from that geographic origin or the trademark or trade-name ends with 


words that indicate a business entity; or 


 
10) Print the identity statement required by subsection (b) in a smaller font than that 


location other than the front label panel of a cacao or chocolate product. 


 
(c) Manufacturers and other persons who package cacao and/or chocolate products 


covered by this statute shall maintain, for a period of two years, records on the weight 


and geographic origins of cacao beans or nibs ingredients purchased and sold and any 


other record required by the department for the purpose of enforcing this section. 


Authorized employees of the Department shall be allowed access to these records 


upon request during normal business hours. 


 
B)  STATE OF HAWAII MADE CACAO & CHOCOLATE PRODUCT 


CONTENT REQUIREMENTS 


 
(a)  HAWAIIAN CHOCOLATE by whatever means grown, produced, or used to claim 


Hawaii, Hawaiian, Hawaii grown, or Hawaii processed on a product label or packaging, 


or any advertisement or offering to the public Hereafter referred to a Hawaii, shall be 


defined as follows: 
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1)  Hawaiian chocolate that uses Hawaii origin, grown or manufactured with 


cacao pods, beans, nibs or cocoa liquor in the making a “Hawaii” product 


must be made from  one hundred percent Hawaii grown cacao nibs.. 


 
2)  “Percent Hawaii cacao by weight” means the percentage calculated by 


dividing the weight in pounds of cacao nibs of one Hawaii geographic or 


regional origin used in a production run of the product, by the total weight of 


cacao nibs/cocoa liquor used in that production run of the product, excluding 


the weight of added cocoa butter for all dark chocolate and milk chocolate 


products and multiplying the quotient by one-hundred”. 


 
3)  To be designated as “Hawaii” or “Hawaiian” origin the subject product must 


be made from cacao grown in geographic origins within the State of Hawaii. 


It is allowable for growers to label their product as Single Origin, indicating 


cacao grown anywhere in Hawaii, or as single geographic designation 


indicating the designated island of growth in the Hawaiian island chain or as 


any single plantation or cacao producing “estate” from within these areas. 


 
4)  For the purposes of this Section, Hawaii or Hawaiian chocolate shall have 


specifications known as “Dark Chocolate” (containing at least fifty-five 


percent Hawaii grown cacao nib by weight); “Milk  Chocolate”(containing 


ten-percent up to forty percent Hawaii cacao nib);  “Dark Milk Chocolate” 


(containing forty-one percent or more  Hawaii cacao nibs); ). In a blend of a 


chocolate product (made from both Hawaii grown or produced cacao nib and 


a blend of non-Hawaiian origin cacao nibs, cocoa liquor or chocolate) at least 


fifty-one percent of total cacao nib  content must be of State of Hawaii grown 


or produced Cacao or chocolate in order to qualify for the term  Hawaii cacao 


blend chocolate on any product label or content marking. These Hawaii cacao 


blend chocolates shall not use any other Hawaii origin name, example Maui 


cacao blend chocolate. 


 
5)  The percent of the Hawaii-grown cacao ingredients and the percent of the 


non-Hawaii grown origin of the various cacao ingredients that are included in 


a blend must be shown on the label. 


 
C)  DEFINITIONS FOR HAWAII CACAO, NIB AND CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS 


 
(1) For any product that contains cacao ingredients made from Hawaii-grown cacao 


and containing no other origin cacao or chocolate flavoring. 


 
(2) For any chocolate product, candy or confection that contains a substantial amount 


of Hawaiian origin cacao or chocolate processed into any other form whatsoever. 


 
(3) For any chocolate or chocolate product that contains a substantial amount of 


Hawaiian origin cacao or chocolate product which correctly claims it’s origin on 


the label as any Hawaiian Island or Hawaiian agricultural estate or farm. 
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CHOCOLATE, as described under Section 484 Hawaii Statutes is a product often 


called “cocoa liquor” made from taking cacao beans or pieces of cacao beans called 


“nibs” to make processed chocolate “liquor” solids. CACAO content designates the 


total ingredients from true “cacao” and not “cocoa  powder” or “cocoa” which 


describe another distinctly different chocolate product containing a preponderance of 


non-chocolate ingredients. 
 


 
 


CHOCOLATE & COCOA LIQUOR is made by taking roasted , dry cacao beans 


or pieces of cacao beans called “nibs” to make processed chocolate known as “liquor” 


solids. Making cocoa “liquor” often requires a combination of  other essential 
products such as cocoa butter, traces of sugar, vanilla, lecithin and other minor 


flavoring ingredients of other than Hawaii origin to produce a usable commercial 


product called CHOCOLATE. For the purposes of this Section, and as designated 


elsewhere in this Section, essential elements such as cocoa butter may be included in 


the making process and such  final product shall fall within the definition of “Hawaii 


Chocolate”. Chocolate comes in a variety of forms such as: 


 
a)  Dark Chocolate:  U.S. Federal cacao (or nib) ingredient ( sum of cacao nib 


or cocoa liquor and cocoa butter) standards generally require semi-sweet or 


bittersweet chocolate, known as “dark chocolate”, to contain at least thirty-


five percent (35%) and may contain more cacao, nib or liquor content. 


 
b)  Dark Cacao blend Chocolate: products must contain a minimum of 51% Hawaii 


origin (cacao (nibor cocoa liquor) content compared to non-Hawaii cacao nib  in 


order to protect the uniqueness and quality of the Hawaii crop label or marking.  


This designation 


may be used to define the difference between Hawaii dark and milk chocolate. 


 
c)  Dark Milk Chocolate:   a product provision defined within this Section, may 


contain 41% to 50%, or more cacao ( nibcocoa liquor or cacao nib plus cocoa 


butter). This designation may be used to define the difference between Hawaii 


dark and milk chocolate. 


 
d)  Milk Chocolate: as a product provision defined within this Section, must contain 


not less than ten-percent (as FDA regulations require), up to 40% Hawaii cacao, 


nib or chocolate liquor ingredients. 


 
e) “Blends” of Hawaii and non-Hawaii cocoa liquor, in order qualify for labeling or 


marking as a “Hawaii” or “Hawaiian” cacao blend chocolate origin  product, must 


contain at least fifty-one percent (51%) nib content of the total nib or cocoa liquor 


content in the blend as genuine Hawaii grown cacao nibs /cocoa liquor. Both 


Hawaii and non-Hawaiian chocolate must be accurately shown to make clear the 


percentages of each in the product. 


Hawaii grown cacao nibs /cocoa liquor. Both Hawaii and non-Hawaiian chocolate 


must be accurately shown to make clear the percentages of each in the product. 
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f)  White Chocolate contains a significant amount of cocoa butter currently made 


outside of the State of Hawaii, along with a variable amounts of other ingredients and 


is not a cacao or chocolate product for the purposes of this Section. 
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g)  Bittersweet or semi-sweet Chocolate is generally unsweetened or slightly 


sweetened used for confections (example  Baking Chocolate is one-hundred percent 


(100%) cacao nib/ cocoa liquor with no added sugar, containing no flavor 


enhancements. 


 
h) Cocoa or Cocoa Powder is a distinctly different chocolate product with a 


preponderance of non-chocolate ingredients contained therein. 
 


 
 


Example A. Hawaii cacao blend Dark Chocolate 70 % cacao, 


51% Hawaii cacao nibs of cacao content excluding cocoa butter, 


49% foreign cacao nibs of cacao content excluding cocoa butter 


assume 10% cocoa butter 


30% sugar minor amounts of vanilla, lecithin 


 
Recipe for a 100 g bar: 


60 g cacao nibs 
30.6 g Hawaii cacao nibs 


29.4 g foreign cocoa nibs 
10 g foreign cocoa butter 


29 g sugar 
1g lecithin plus vanilla 


 
Example B: Hawaii cacao blend Milk Chocolate - 40% cacao 


51% Hawaiian cacao or nibs or cocoa liquor (minimum percentage of the 40% cacao 
content needed for the product “blend” designation of “milk chocolate”). 


49% being foreign cacao, cacao nib or cocoa liquor (of the maximum percentage of 


the 40% cacao content needed for the product) . 


Sugar – actual percentage (39%). 


Cocoa butter – actual percentage (20%). 


Milk powder – actual percentage (20%) 


Vanilla, Soy lecithin, other ingredients – actual percentage (1%) 


 
Recipe for a 100 g bar 


20 g cacao nibs 
10.2 g Hawaii nibs 


9.8 g foreign nibs 
20 g. foreign cocoa butter 


20 g milk powder 
39 g sugar 


1 g vanilla & soy lecithin 


 
ADDENDUM TO HAWAII SECTION 484: FEDERAL & OTHER SOURCE 


LABELING AND PRODUCT CONTENT GUIDANCE 
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WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION: ARTICLE IX, PAR.4, MARKS OF ORIGIN 


GUIDELINES provide that “The laws and regulations of contracting parties relating to 


the marking of [imported] products shall be such as to permit [origin marking] 


compliance without seriously damaging the products, or materially reducing their value, 


or unreasonably increasing their cost”. 


 
FEDERAL LAWS TO PROTECT USERS & CONSUMERS: 


 
Applicable Federal laws pertaining to product labeling are contained in: 


 
a) CFR Title 21 Subpart A - U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) labeling 


requirements for every product sold in the U. S. include information on the label or 


packaging in part contained in: 


 
1) Par.101.3 – An identity label of food product in packaged form including a 


statement of identity or standard product name (what is it?); and a net quantity of 


contents statement (how much is in the package?). 


 
2) Par.101.4 - Designation of ingredients included on the label including a 


component ingredients statement (normally in declining order of component 


ingredients by percentage of weight). 


 
3) Par. 101.5 - The signature line or name and place of business of the U.S. 


manufacturer, packer or distributor (who made it and who should be contacted if 


something goes wrong?). 


 
4) Par. 101.18 - Misbranding: Requires a truthful representation of geographic origin, 


not deceptive, and containing no description which might mislead the final user or 


consumer.  Exceptions include a trademark or trade name that is not deceptively 


misdescriptive; depicts a truthful representation of geographic origin; has been so 


long and exclusively used by a manufacturer or distributor that it is generally 


understood by the end user or consumer to mean the product of a particular 


manufacturer or distributor; and, is so arbitrary or fanciful that it is not generally 


understood by the consumer to suggest geographic origin. 


 
5) Par. 134.31 – Nothing in this subpart shall be construed as excepting any article 


(or its container) from the particular requirements of marking provided for in any 


other provision of any law such as those of the Federal Trade Commission, Food & 


Drug Administration or other Federal or State agencies [or provisions of Hawaii State 


laws]. 


 
b) 19 USC CHAP. 1304 (a) Marking of articles and (b) Marking of containers) 


and/or 19 USC Par.1484 Section 484 of the Tariff At, as amended) translated for 


internal U.S. use [, as well as a logical interpretation of the facts] would permit non- 


Hawaiian chocolate or other products which are further manufactured or 


“substantially transformed” into new and different products of commerce (i.e. 
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chocolate liqueur substantially transformed into a bar or other product within the 


State of Hawaii) to bear either or both the label “Made in the USA” and/or “Made in 


Hawaii”, as required, not withstanding any other factor in the growth, processing or 


manufacture of such Hawaiian chocolate products. 


 
c) 19 USC NAFTA Article 402 (10) rule allow a producer to designate as an 


“intermediate material” any self-produced, originating material used in the production 


of final goods in determining the regional [value] of the finished goods. 


 
d)  19 USC De Minimus Allowance provision allow goods to qualify as originating” 


provided such materials are not more than a certain percentage (seven percent in 


most cases) of the total transaction FOB value of the goods. 


 
Note: Hawaii marking provisions would accommodate up to ten percent (10%) of the 


final weight of the Hawaii chocolate product as de minimus allowance for lawful origin 


marking and labeling purposes, plus/minus fractional percentage amounts of sugar, 


vanilla and/or lecithin needed to crystallize, smooth, or relieve the initial bitterness of 


chocolate liquor. 
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Jim Wayman Individual Comments Only Yes

Comments: Support the labeling section of the bill. Do not support the tie in to Made
 in Hawaii. I agree with the suggestions made by the HDOA.

Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing,
 improperly identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or
 distributed to the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing.
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